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Spring is here and with it comes our eagerly awaited ORLY magazine. Bringing 
you the very latest trend edits from fashion, beauty and beyond, we’re hoping this 
guide to all things fresh, fun and fashionable inspires you to embrace the  
extra-ordinary. 

As a nation that has whole-heartedly embraced nail colour we’re excited to preview 
our summer collection which takes its inspiration from all things contradictory. 
Mix it up and paint each nail in individual collection colours for a high fashion 
look. #mashup

Don’t forget to follow us on Twitter (@ORLYBeautyUK) and join us on  
Facebook (ORLY Beauty UK) for real time updates on our product launches, 
expert techniques, nail art inspiration and behind the scenes chat.

Have a colourful  
summer beauties x

Katy Holding
ORLY Brand Manager

Editor’s 
Notes

Hall of 
Fame

Best Topcoat
ORLY Polishield 3-in-1 topcoat

Durable and chip-resistant 
with a high-gloss finish.

Anti-Ageing Award Winner
ORLY Cuticle Oil+

A deliciously sweet cuticle oil that 
heals, refreshes and repairs, with 
a fragrant citrus scent of orange 

blossom and wild cherry extracts.

Best Range of Colours
ORLY’s Mani Mini Collection

Subtle nudes, wearable brights 
and grown-up glitters.
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ORLY’s in-house expert Laura Hughes gives advice on getting 
your feet in tip top condition and pedi ready. 

 It’s all in the preparation...
 Firstly take o�  those dark winter colours with ORLY’s 
 EXTRA STRENGTH POLISH REMOVER. If your toenails 
 haven’t seen the light of day for a while ORLY 
 CUTIQUE is your ‘go to’ product - apply to the bare 
 nail and wait for a couple of minutes... 

 Here’s the magic part – gently push back the cuticle, 
 this will remove dead tissue on the nail, staining on 
 the nail plate and all that pesky cuticle.

 Next step is to fi le your toenails...
 Remember to fi le the toenail straight across the top -
 this avoids any chance of an ingrown nail forming and 
 pain from pressure on the edges of the nail.

 And here’s the fun part!
 Paint your toenails in the latest spring / summer 
 shade, or put your feet up and let the ORLY experts 
 do the hard work! 

 Call 01827 280 080 to fi nd your nearest ORLY Salon.

TIPS FROM THE TOP

CHROMATIC 
Prepare to dazzle with two-tone 

metallic gels.

COLOUR CLASH & MASH
Paint your fi ngers and toes totally 

di� erent block colours. 

HEAT REVEAL
Gel polish phenomena. Colour changes 

with your body temperature!

ORANGE NAILS
As seen on the spring / summer

catwalks.

GLITTER TIPS
Seen on the red carpet – paint a natural 

nail colour & apply glitter only to the tips 
of your nail. 

NAIL 
TRENDS
THIS 
SUMMER
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EXPERT’S BAG
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Help!!!
I’m scared of sandAls

Neons are 

perfect for 

pedicures. 

Our top 

tip - apply a 

white polish 

before you 

apply your 

neon to 

make it pop.

What’s in your bag
I don’t leave 
the house 

without this, 
it provides a 

longer lasting 
mani. 

I love it! 
It dries polish 
and prevents 

smudging 
as well as 

nourishing the 
cuticles.

Create swirls, 
dots, fl owers and 
hearts with these 
a� ordable ‘tools’! 
Just throw away 
after use to keep 

your kit clean.

Perfect for 
adding a touch 
of sparkle on 

the move. 

These lint-free 
wipes remove 
polish without 
leaving fl u�  on 

the nail.

Mini Trio Kit

cuticule oil+

Cocktail Sticks

Fine Body Glitter

gel fx wipes

The mother of 
all cuticle tools. 
Invest, as this 
stainless steel 

beauty will last 
forever.

EZf low Pro Pusher

LAura Hughes - ORly expert
With over 10 years experience.
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Contents...

@ORLYBeautyUK ORLY Beauty UK

CONTENTS

WIN!  
HOPE & FREEDOM FEST COLLECTION
Looking to brighten up your nail polish collection?  

For your chance to win the entire collection in April, 

follow us on Twitter (@ORLYBeautyUK #ORLYMag)

ORLY is renowned for its results but 
don’t just take our word for it...

Did you know...  ORLY created the original 
French  

Manicure
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THE NEW SUMMER COLLECTION

START RIOTS FOR ALL 
THE RIGHT REASONS

I predict a riot, as this summer brings you punk with a twist and your masterclass 
starts here…

May sees ORLY launch a collection that gears towards a big shake up, and we can’t 
wait. It’s not often something comes along that’s influenced by not only fashion 
but culture, art and music too, as well as it being completely on trend. Its against 
the grain approach aligns itself with a punk revival coming soon to  
spring/summer 2013!

We’re not expecting the Sex Pistols to reform any time soon but style and culture 
take note as Johnny Rotten inspiration and off the wall artists will be given the 
seal of approval as fashion walks a fine line between unique and ridiculous.  
Follow us @ORLYBeautyUK on Twitter for details of when Mash Up hits shelves.
  
Mash Up collection (clockwise from top left): Pretty-ugly, Sparkling Garbage, Choreographed Chaos, Harmonious Mess, 
Beautiful Disaster and Mayhem Mentality.
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NEW SUMMER MASH UP COLLECTION
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Keep skin natural and 
sheeny for a young, 
modern look, Nars 

Semi Matte Lipstick in 
Schiap, £17.50, would 
be great for this look. 

Keep skin natural and 
sheeny for a young, 
modern look, Nars 

Semi Matte Lipstick in 
Schiap, £17.50, would 
be great for this look. 

Lisa Eldridge

HIGH STREET TO 
HIGH END

The spring/summer 2013 catwalk became  
a riot of clashing colours, energetic prints 
and vibrant mishmashes of all things 
cultural. When the Anna Sui invite landed  
it was unmistakably a mash up of an iconic 
Sex Pistols album cover. Pink and blue haired 
punks represented modern tribal fringe 
communities who embrace the pretty-ugly 
aesthetic of punk life.

BOwie - 
a retrospect

David Bowie was the antagonist that 
started punk rock. Outrage came 
naturally to Bowie and we are massive 
fans. See it all at the V&A in London 
as they curate the first international 
retrospective of his extraordinary 
career. We’ve already got our tickets! 

23rd March – 28th July 2013

PUNK CHAOS TO 
COUTURE 

For full on dedication to punk, New York’s 
Metropolitan Museum of Art is the place 
to be on 6th May as they announce ‘Punk: 
Chaos to Couture’ as their next major 
exhibition. It’s all about the revolution of 
disorder; examine ORLY’s inspiration for 
Mash Up and punk’s impact from its birth in 
the 1970s through to its continuing influence 
on high fashion today.  

6th May 2013

GRAFTONSBEAUTY.CO.UK SPRING / SUMMER 2013GRAFTONSBEAUTY.CO.UK
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Creating cutting edge,  
on trend colour, Topshop  

Lip Crayons apply easily to 
give vivid colour and high 

shine finish.

Lip Crayon – On The Cards  
RRP £7.00, TopshopTopshop
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EXPERT’S BAG
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What’s in your bag
I don’t leave 
the house 

without this, 
it provides a 

longer lasting 
mani. 

I love it!  
It dries polish 
and prevents 

smudging  
as well as 

nourishing the 
cuticles.

Create swirls,  
dots, flowers and 
hearts with these 
affordable ‘tools’!  
Just throw away 
after use to keep 

your kit clean.

Perfect for  
adding a touch 
of sparkle on 

the move. 

These lint-free 
wipes remove 
polish without 
leaving fluff on 

the nail.

Mini Trio Kit

cuticule oil+

Cocktail Sticks

Fine Body Glitter

gel fx wipes

The mother of 
all cuticle tools. 
Invest, as this 
stainless steel 

beauty will last 
forever.

EZf low Pro Pusher

LAura Hughes - ORly expert
Loving & working with nails for over 10 years.
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ORLY’s in-house expert Laura Hughes gives advice on getting 
your feet in tip top condition and pedi ready. 

 It’s all in the preparation...
 Firstly take off those dark winter colours with ORLY’s 
 EXTRA STRENGTH POLISH REMOVER. If your toenails 
 haven’t seen the light of day for a while ORLY  
 CUTIQUE is your ‘go to’ product - apply to the bare 
 nail and wait for a couple of minutes... 

 Here’s the magic part – gently push back the cuticle, 
 this will remove dead tissue on the nail, staining on 
 the nail plate and all that pesky cuticle.

 Next step is to file your toenails...
 Remember to file the toenail straight across the top -
 this avoids any chance of an ingrown nail forming and 
 pain from pressure on the edges of the nail.

 And here’s the fun part!
 Paint your toenails in the latest spring / summer 
 shade, or put your feet up and let the ORLY experts 
 do the hard work!  

 Call 01827 280 080 to find your nearest ORLY Salon.

TIPS FROM THE TOP

CHROMATIC 
Prepare to dazzle with two-tone  

metallic gels.

COLOUR CLASH & MASH
Paint your fingers and toes totally  

different block colours. 

HEAT REVEAL
Gel polish phenomena. Colour changes 

with your body temperature!

ORANGE NAILS
As seen on the spring / summer

catwalks.

GLITTER TIPS
Seen on the red carpet – paint a natural 

nail colour & apply glitter only to the tips 
of your nail. 

NAIL  
TRENDS
THIS 
SUMMER
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Help!!!
I’m scared of sandAls

Neons are 

perfect for 

pedicures. 

Our top 

tip - apply a 

white polish 

before you 

apply your 

neon to 

make it pop.
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BEHIND THE SCENES

Team ORLY
Garazi Gardner 

*  Photographer  * 

Alex Hall
* Model *

Laura Hughes 
* orly expert *

Ami Streets 
* Nail Stylist *

Faye Taylor 
* PR & Marketing Coordinator *

Thea Lacey 
* Assistant Brand Manager *

Katy Holding
* Brand Manager *

Faye taylor...

Up Close  
Personal

with ORLY’s FLash Glam FX

Flash Glam FX, ORLY’s high voltage glitter polish range, 
was the driving force behind the brand’s latest photoshoot 
which took place in Birmingham city centre. Centring on the
concept of the “social spectator”, a girl about town is taking 
photographs of the lives and sights of the glitterati, capturing 
moments to share with friends. Faye gives a blow by blow 
account of what happened behind the scenes...

Takes you behind the scenes

08



That’s it. We’re done!  
Hope you like the results…
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BEHIND THE SCENES

RISE & 
SHINE...

braving the  
city streets

ruby red from  
rocketS’ red glare...

After hellos, intros and the obligatory Starbucks coffee, the 
team sits down and goes through the brief. The polish range is 
laid out temptingly like an artist’s palette with garments 
unwrapped and delicately pressed with accessories laid out by 
look. The stage is set and we’re ready for action.

After prepping model Alex’s nails, a base colour of Haute Red is 
applied and topped with layer upon layer of Rockets’ Red Glare 
for a dazzling, jewel-like effect; perfect for making a statement. 
Alex’s look is completed with a vintage-inspired floral dress 
which picks out the red of the nails while converse pumps add a 
carefree feel. Look 1 “Roses are Red” is complete and ready to go!

Already we’re running behind schedule so outside we go to set 
up our first summer shot. Luck is on our side as the sun is shining, 
casting a beautiful light over Birmingham’s majestic cathedral. 
With a slight chill in the air, we’re armed with coats and blankets 
to keep Alex warm inbetween shots.

getting charged up  
with a trio fade

After dashing back to base to get ready for the next look, the 
red glitter has to be removed which can be a little tricky. 
Seasoned pros soak the nails in acetone briefly for fuss free 
removal. 

With nails bare once again, we start working on Look 2. 
“Glamour Glitterati” features Ami’s signature look, a trio fade 
with ORLY’s Charged Up as a base colour. The three glitter fade 
comprises of Royally Regal, Sparkle Soaked and Too Fab - a blue, 
a purple and a gold which beautifully combine to give a level of 
detail like no other. The best of it is that the nails are a perfect 
match for the sequin dress that I spent hours searching for.

causing  
a stir

glitter  
tips & lips

No time  
for napping

fitting  
finale

the final  
shot

Back at the cathedral grounds we get Alex statuesque in 
towering heels, leaning against the beautifully shaded stone walls. 
Creating quite a buzz in her sequin dress, ever the professional 
Alex gets straight to work and delivers shot after shot. 

We return to our hotel suite for the next look, which we’re calling 
“Glam Rock”. Nude nails are achieved with ORLY’s Pure Porcelain. 
For an edgy twist and right in line with the 2013 trend, glitter 
tips are painted in Atomic Splash. The overall look is completed 
with a smattering of glitter on the eyes and the lips, ultra tight 
black jeans and a sparkle covered biker-style jacket. 

The shoot continues in the suite with the sumptuous super king 
bed as the backdrop. The camera is a key prop here as it helps 
put the spotlight on the nails and injects a fun element. Hair is 
dishevelled to achieve a rock chick vibe.

The shoot is nearing the end now but Garazi is still open to 
mixing up the compositions to achieve an impact shot. Alex 
tries a variety of positions but really all it needs is a simple 
hand-to-face pose to showcase the nail design. 

Our final look for the day “Vintage Veil” shows off nails painted 
with Sashay My Way layered over jet black Liquid Vinyl. We’re 
looking for an up-close beauty shot, really showing off the 
nails to their full potential. A black and gold headpiece is the 
finishing touch to this luxe look.

ORLY’s UK team would like to say a huge Thank You to 
Harvey Nichols, Hotel Du Vin and St Philip’s Cathedral

8am

9am

10.30am

1.30pm

2.15pm

3.30pm
12noon

12.45pm

4pm
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Glastonbury festivial

COACHELLA FESTIVAL
California is host to the valley
music and arts festival. Lose 
yourself in an environment 
high on hope, come alive with 
ORLY’s Coachella Dweller - a 
vivid green for those inspired 
by the spontaneity of the  
festival. 

Weekend 1: April 12 - 14
Weekend 2: April 19 - 21

Lifestyle & Culture

OZ THE GREAT AND POWERFUL
The prequel to Dorothy’s  
shenanigans comes to cinemas 
in March. For the perfect 
homage to the film’s Ruby 
Red Slippers try ORLY’s 
Rockets’ Red Glare.  

If you are feeling bold, ORLY’s 
Spark is the authentic Yellow 
Brick Road colour match, 
great for making a statement.

It’s back after it’s fallow year 
and set to return with a  
vengeance.

Get a gel manicure before you 
go: they’re super stay-fast and 
nothing beats Liquid Vinyl Gel 
FX with its high gloss finish. 
Perfect for the practicalities of 
camping.  

26th - 30th June 2013

coachella festivalVogue festival
Riding high off the storm at 
Vogue Fashion Night Out 
where ORLY were on hand 
at DVF, the Vogue Festival is 
the place to be in April.

Two days of designers, 
photographers and models. 
All waiting to share their 
experience of this high-end 
magazine.

27 - 28th April 2013 far

Near

LIFESTYLE & CULTURE
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see it, love it, do it!
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Salty Dog Cocktail Beach Spray
evohairshop.com £12.49

ORLY’s Flash Glam FX 
Monster Mash
graftonsbeauty.co.uk £10.25

Floral Print Dress
Topshop.com £75

Leaf Wreath Ring
alexmonroe.com £144

St.Tropez’s Gradual 
Tan Body Lotion
boots.com £14.39

Suede Box Chain Day Bag
Topshop.com £50

RIGHT Wood Heel 
Sandals
Topshop.com £50

GET THE LOOK

Style  
Secrets
Rarely making a fashion faux pas, British Style 
Award winner Alexa Chung continues to be 
adored for her individual style.  

We’ve scoured the highstreet for iconic pieces in 
fashion and beauty that will help you recreate this 
chic and wearable look. 

GET Alexa’s look 
from the high street
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Prices were correct at the 
time of going to press.
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COAT

CLEAR IF YOU’RE HOT 
DARK IF YOU’RE NOT

COLD
DARK

WARM
CLEAR

applied over PASSIONFRUIT

 Available in salons from April. For more information please contact us on  
T: 01827 280 080  E: sales@graftons.co.uk@ORLYBeautyUK ORLY Beauty UK


